The story of Mopar® began nearly 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we have grown into so much more. Today, as the official service, parts and customer care provider for FCA Brand vehicles, we walk alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic parts and accessories designed by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It’s why our team is comprised of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model backwards and forwards. And it’s why we’ve created unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar Vehicle Protection® plans to offer convenience and peace of mind. In short, we are not only here to service cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs — we are here to service people’s lives. It’s this commitment that fuels who we are. It’s our promise to you that you can count on Mopar for life.
A. ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel guards enhance the appearance of your vehicle while protecting door sills from scratches. Front sills feature the Charger logo, which illuminates when the front doors are open. Available as a set of four. [82214274AB]

B. DOOR SILL GUARDS. These stainless steel guards help protect your door sills and feature an embossed logo. Available as a set of four, guards display either the Mopar® or Charger logo.

C. CHARGER LOGO. [82212904]

D. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Acrylic, tinted Side Window Air Deflectors reduce wind noise, minimize interior heat while vehicle is parked and allow the windows to be open, even during inclement weather. [82212234]

E. STAINLESS STEEL B-PILLARS. Emphasize Charger’s strong points with stainless steel. Sold as a set of four, these B-pillars allow you to add that extra touch of customization that brings out Charger’s (and your) personality. [82212311]

F. DOOR SILL GUARDS. [82214274AB – Satin Black | 82214274AB – Polished]

G. SRT® LOGO. [82214921 – Satin Black | 82214920 – Polished]

H. CHARGER LOGO. [82214930 – Satin Black | 82214929 – Polished]

I. SRT HELLCAT LOGO. [82215525 – Satin Black | 82215526 – Polished]

J. LED FOG LIGHTS. (1) LED Fog Lights give you maximum visibility in hard-to-see weather. LED technology features longer life and a defined light pattern to enhance visibility while minimizing glare. [82214427A C]

K. CHARGER LOGO. [82212309]

L. SRT HELLCAT LOGO. [82214912AB]

M. WIRELESS CHARGING PAD. Leave your cords behind and slip into the future. Just equip your smartphone with the cover (2) that integrates wire-free charging technology, and the green light lets you know it’s charging. Charging becomes second nature every time you drive your car with this convenient device. [82214558AB]

N. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Designed to help protect the rear lower bodyside panels from damage caused by gravel, salt and road debris, these splash guards are moulded to the contours of your vehicle for a perfect fit. Rear guards are sold as a set of two. [82212243 – Front | 82214950 – Rear]

O. REAR SPOILER. All Mopar spoilers undergo testing to help prevent vibration and ensure durability. Spider can be painted to match body colour (as shown). [82214753]

P. CHROME MIRROR COVERS. Reflect your personal style with these bright, custom covers. They are designed for easy installation on the front side of your exterior sideview mirrors, and enhance the appearance of your Charger, in a noticeable way. [82212307]

Q. MOPAR WINDOW DECAL. [82212434]

R. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Designed to be a valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves. [82213499]

S. CARGO TOTE. (Not shown) This portable, collapsible tote helps organize your on-the-road gear. Tote features convenient carry handle, a shrink-resistant bottom to help keep it firmly in place, snap-in dividers for modular storage and the Dodge Brand logo. [82208567AB]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Check provincial and local laws for restrictions on installation and use. (2) A voucher to redeem applicable wireless smartphone cover is included with purchase of the Wireless Charging Pad.
MOPAR® WHEELS

These custom wheels are machined to match your Charger’s exact specifications. The design delivers a smooth and balanced ride.

20-INCH BLACK ENVY WHEEL
- [82212816]
20-INCH BLACK ENVY WHEEL WITH POLISHED INSERTS
- [82213220]
20-INCH BLACK CHROME R/T WHEEL
- [82212396]
18-INCH BLACK RALLYE WHEEL
- [82212330]

These custom wheels are machined to match your Charger’s exact specifications. The design delivers a smooth and balanced ride.

MOPAR® CENTRE CAPS (Shown right). Add the finishing touch to your wheels. Each wheel center piece is a chrome execution cap bearing the Mopar® logo. Put them on your wheels and cruise in style.

WHEEL LOCK KIT.
Includes four new lug nuts and a special-fitting key to help offer maximum wheel- and tire-theft protection.

CHROME SRT® TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS
- [82219019]
BLACK SRT® HELLCAT TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS
- [82214911]
BLACK SRT® TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS
- [82219020]

WHEEL LOCK KIT.
Includes four new lug nuts and a special-fitting key to help offer maximum wheel- and tire-theft protection.

TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS. These decorative caps give your Charger wheels a real twist. Set of four caps is available featuring the SRT or SRT Hellcat logo.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
REMOVABLE ROOF RACK KIT. For vehicles not equipped with a roof rack system, this complete Removable Roof Rack Kit allows you to transport your gear safely and easily, and is compatible with all Mopar® Sport and Cargo Carriers.

ROOF TOP CARGO BOX. (1) Increase the storage capacity of your vehicle to keep up with your active lifestyle. Carrier mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) and is available in two sizes.

TCBOX624 – 13 cu ft  | TCBOX614 – 14 cu ft

ROOF TOP CARGO BAG. (1) This heavy-duty, weatherproof nylon carrier secures to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit with four strong adjustable tie-down straps. Carrier is easy to mount and easy to remove.

TCINT869

ROOF-MOUNT CANOE CARRIER. (1) This fully adjustable carrier with latching nylon straps holds one canoe and easily mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.(2)

TCCAN819

ROOF-MOUNT KAYAK CARRIER. (1) Integrated rubber pads and felt-lined saddles keep your kayak secure, helping to prevent damage on the way to open waters. Carrier includes transportation straps and mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.(2)

TCKAY883

ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER. (1) Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you catch the waves, including your ride. Accommodates up to two surf or paddle boards and features built-in board protection. Carrier mounts in the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.(2)

TCSUP811

ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (1) Both the Fork-Mount and Upright bike carriers allow you to easily mount your bike to the Sport Utility Bars or the Removable Roof Rack Kit. The Fork-Mount style carrier secures your bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. The Upright style carriers secure the bike in both wheels, providing extra-large rubber inserts to help protect bike surfaces.

TCFM526 – Fork | TCOES599 – Upright

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER. (1) This carrier conveniently holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two. Carrier opens from either side and features corrosion-resistant lock covers. Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.(2)

TC92725

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS. Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin offers a full line of leather-trimmed interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all Dodge Brand vehicles. Choose from a variety of designs to match your style. It’s your car, make it your interior with Katzkin. Ask your retailer for more information.

RACE-INSPIRED STYLE

BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. Stainless steel pedal covers add brightwork to the footwell. Rubber on pedals provides positive traction. No drilling required. [82722265B]

ALL-WEATHER MATS. These heavy-duty mats feature deep grooves that help trap and hang water, snow and mud, protecting your vehicle’s carpet from the elements. Mats are sold as a set of four and feature the Charger logo. Mopar® [82212325 - PART | 82212326 - WDM]

PREMIUM MOPAR® FLOOR MATS. These plush carpet floor mats give your vehicle distinctive Mopar® identity. This set of four mats is custom-contoured and custom shaped to perfectly fit the interior. Floor mats feature the Mopar logo. [82212569B]

KICKER® SOUNDBASE SYSTEMS. KICKER® is the world’s premier high-performance audio manufacturer. KICKER speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for your Charger. You get supreme sound without the hassle. Best of all, KICKER parts bolt on and stay put, so no drilling or soldering is required. [82215154AB – 4WD Dodge | 82215155AB – RWD Dodge]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle’s carpeting and match the interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior gripping and granulated backing to help keep them firmly in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are available in sets of four, and front mats feature the Charger or SRT® embroidered logo. [82215157AB – Dodge Logo | 82215158AB – SRT logo | 82215551AB – RWD SRT]

PREMIUM CARPET CARGO MAT. This premium, substantial cargo mat helps protect your vehicle’s carpeting. The mat’s custom-contoured for a precise fit and is constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep it firmly in place. Mat is available featuring the Charger or SRT® embroidered logo and removes easily for cleaning. [82215154 – 4WD Dodge | 82215155 – RWD Dodge | 82215551 – SRT]
Performance Upgrade Kit. Take your Charger from envy on the street to a menace on the track in three steps. Step 1 in making it happen is the Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit, which provides an increase in horsepower and torque through two modifications: a Mopar® Cold Air Intake Kit to increase airflow to the 5.7L engine and a performance-calibrated, 5.7L HEMI® Engine Controller. With all these Scat Pack 1 Kit, you ready for more! Additional modifications add up your vehicle’s performance and performance while maintaining your vehicle’s factory-tuned integrity.

Performance Valve Springs. These high-pressure Performance Valve Springs feature a shorter, fully compressed height. This structure results in increased valve lift and allows the springs to maintain load at higher RPMs. Springs are a must for a Performance Camshaft.

Cold Air Intake Kit. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive design, this intake inlets performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. (See retailer for vehicle application.)

Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit. Take your Charger from envy on the street to a menace on the track in three steps. Step 1 in making it happen is the Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit, which provides an increase in horsepower and torque through two modifications: a Mopar® Cold Air Intake Kit to increase airflow to the 5.7L engine and a performance-calibrated, 5.7L HEMI® Engine Controller. With all these Scat Pack 1 Kit, you ready for more! Additional modifications add up your vehicle’s performance and performance while maintaining your vehicle’s factory-tuned integrity.

Performance Valve Springs. These high-pressure Performance Valve Springs feature a shorter, fully compressed height. This structure results in increased valve lift and allows the springs to maintain load at higher RPMs. Springs are a must for a Performance Camshaft.

Cold Air Intake Kit. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive design, this intake inlets performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. (See retailer for vehicle application.)

Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit. Take your Charger from envy on the street to a menace on the track in three steps. Step 1 in making it happen is the Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit, which provides an increase in horsepower and torque through two modifications: a Mopar® Cold Air Intake Kit to increase airflow to the 5.7L engine and a performance-calibrated, 5.7L HEMI® Engine Controller. With all these Scat Pack 1 Kit, you ready for more! Additional modifications add up your vehicle’s performance and performance while maintaining your vehicle’s factory-tuned integrity.

Performance Valve Springs. These high-pressure Performance Valve Springs feature a shorter, fully compressed height. This structure results in increased valve lift and allows the springs to maintain load at higher RPMs. Springs are a must for a Performance Camshaft.

Cold Air Intake Kit. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive design, this intake inlets performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. (See retailer for vehicle application.)

Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit. Take your Charger from envy on the street to a menace on the track in three steps. Step 1 in making it happen is the Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit, which provides an increase in horsepower and torque through two modifications: a Mopar® Cold Air Intake Kit to increase airflow to the 5.7L engine and a performance-calibrated, 5.7L HEMI® Engine Controller. With all these Scat Pack 1 Kit, you ready for more! Additional modifications add up your vehicle’s performance and performance while maintaining your vehicle’s factory-tuned integrity.

Performance Valve Springs. These high-pressure Performance Valve Springs feature a shorter, fully compressed height. This structure results in increased valve lift and allows the springs to maintain load at higher RPMs. Springs are a must for a Performance Camshaft.

Cold Air Intake Kit. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive design, this intake inlets performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. (See retailer for vehicle application.)

Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit. Take your Charger from envy on the street to a menace on the track in three steps. Step 1 in making it happen is the Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit, which provides an increase in horsepower and torque through two modifications: a Mopar® Cold Air Intake Kit to increase airflow to the 5.7L engine and a performance-calibrated, 5.7L HEMI® Engine Controller. With all these Scat Pack 1 Kit, you ready for more! Additional modifications add up your vehicle’s performance and performance while maintaining your vehicle’s factory-tuned integrity.

Performance Valve Springs. These high-pressure Performance Valve Springs feature a shorter, fully compressed height. This structure results in increased valve lift and allows the springs to maintain load at higher RPMs. Springs are a must for a Performance Camshaft.

Cold Air Intake Kit. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive design, this intake inlets performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. (See retailer for vehicle application.)

Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit. Take your Charger from envy on the street to a menace on the track in three steps. Step 1 in making it happen is the Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit, which provides an increase in horsepower and torque through two modifications: a Mopar® Cold Air Intake Kit to increase airflow to the 5.7L engine and a performance-calibrated, 5.7L HEMI® Engine Controller. With all these Scat Pack 1 Kit, you ready for more! Additional modifications add up your vehicle’s performance and performance while maintaining your vehicle’s factory-tuned integrity.

Performance Valve Springs. These high-pressure Performance Valve Springs feature a shorter, fully compressed height. This structure results in increased valve lift and allows the springs to maintain load at higher RPMs. Springs are a must for a Performance Camshaft.

Cold Air Intake Kit. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive design, this intake inlets performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. (See retailer for vehicle application.)

Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit. Take your Charger from envy on the street to a menace on the track in three steps. Step 1 in making it happen is the Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit, which provides an increase in horsepower and torque through two modifications: a Mopar® Cold Air Intake Kit to increase airflow to the 5.7L engine and a performance-calibrated, 5.7L HEMI® Engine Controller. With all these Scat Pack 1 Kit, you ready for more! Additional modifications add up your vehicle’s performance and performance while maintaining your vehicle’s factory-tuned integrity.

Performance Valve Springs. These high-pressure Performance Valve Springs feature a shorter, fully compressed height. This structure results in increased valve lift and allows the springs to maintain load at higher RPMs. Springs are a must for a Performance Camshaft. (See retailer for vehicle application.)

Cold Air Intake Kit. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive design, this intake inlets performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. (See retailer for vehicle application.)
Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

**REAR STRUT TOWER BRACE.** Improve your Charger's handling and responsiveness while reducing chassis flex. The Rear Strut Tower Brace is true performance you can feel. Powder-coated Grey and features the Mopar® logo. [P5155951AB]

**FRONT STRUT TOWER BRACE.** Give your vehicle improved handling and under-the-hood style with this Front Strut Tower Brace. This impressive look also upgrade attract to your vehicle's wheelbase brace and strut towers to minimize flex during hard cornering and braking. Includes mounting hardware. [P5155950]

**SHOCK TOWER CAPS.** Cover the upper strut mounts of the shock towers, replacing the production Black plastic caps. [77072464]

**ANTI-SWAY BARS.** For those who'd rather leave the rock and roll to the stereo, these bars help resist body roll motion. With less side-to-side lean in turns, they will help you enjoy better handling and control on the road. [P5410842]

**POWERTRAIN CENTRAL MODULE.** This performance calibrated control module manages the complete fuel and spark curve of your engine. Engine controller is optimized to the 5.7-litre HEMI® engine. (See retailer for vehicle application.) [P5160100]

**REAR EMISSION CONTROL MODULE.** This control module manages the complete fuel and spark curve of your engine. Engine controller is optimized to the 5.7-litre HEMI® engine. (See retailer for vehicle application.) [P5160100]

**MOPAR® WINDOW DECAL.** Even the smallest details make a big impact. This Mopar® logo decal is applied on the interior side of the window for a touch of unassuming style. [82212434]

**ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS).** It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVTS powered by Guidepoint® utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only tracks 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Secure Perimeter, Arrival/Departure Notification, Geo-fence, Super Identification, Texas Freeze of Fixed Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alert, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered.

**REMOTE START.** Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle's factory electronic security system. [82215098]

**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES: 1. Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Locking Gas Cap, Mopar Share® Vehicle Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailering Accessories.**

**TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP**

**Front Strut Tower Brace.**

**Rear Strut Tower Brace.**

**Shock Tower Caps.** Cover the upper strut mounts of the shock towers, replacing the production Black plastic caps. Sold separately. Include of installation parts. [82212434]